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Abstract

Content-based image retrieval methods develop rapidly with a growing scale of image
repositories. They are usually based on comparing and indexing some image features.
We developed a new algorithm for finding objects in images by traversing their edges.
Moreover, we describe the objects by histograms of local features and angles. We use
such a description to retrieve similar images fast. We performed extensive experiments
on three established image datasets proving the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords: content-based image retrieval, crawler, edge detection, image descriptor, ob-
ject extraction

1 Introduction

The primary cause of human vision superior-
ity over computers is many years of evolution and
adaptation. The interpretation of the human vision
process is hard to characterize; thus, even harder
to recreate it using computers. Let us take, for
instance, a task to find a “beautiful landscape”.
A mathematical description of “beautiful” is very
challenging, although the definition of beauty for
every person is easily definable, yet subjective. In
daily life, people use vision at work, leisure time
and many other activities. Though this process is
simple for us, its reproduction by computers is not
trivial.

Computer vision methods are used in many var-
ious systems. In most cases, the machines (com-
puters) replace humans in pattern recognition tasks
such as: controlling, safety, forensics, medicine,
and many others. The cause of such replacement is
dictated by the greater efficiency of computers. The
machine does not require sleep and is not depen-
dent on other factors, such as anger, fear, laziness,
boredom and many others. Nevertheless, currently,
the complete replacement is not possible due to the
difference in perception.

Recent years brought a vast spread of imaging
devices and the abundance of images on the Inter-
net. Thus, there is a need for tools that can rapidly
describe images and search for them based on their
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content in different areas of life, science, and en-
gineering. Smeulders et al. [37] conclude that the
significant problems in image description are

– Sensory gap - there is a wide gap between a
real-world object and computer ability to sense
and describe this object. An infinite number
of different information can be produced by the
same object (e.g. shape, orientation, texture,
colour, and many others). Moreover, two com-
pletely different objects can produce a similar
description. The human perceptual senses allow
to quickly compare various types of informa-
tion and distinguish (classify) the objects even if
there is only an object fragment available. Un-
fortunately, the current computer sensors cannot
overcome this issue.

– Semantic gap - there is a semantic difference be-
tween high-level image analysis performed by
humans and low-level (mathematical descrip-
tors) performed by computers. The human brain
recognizes the objects by understanding it, but
computer analysis operates on descriptors and
features. It is hard to create a visual object rep-
resentation in the form which will allow under-
standing what the object “means”.

To better understand these issues, let us take for
considerations the image with several objects pre-
sented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example image taken from PASCAL
VOC dataset.

In the foreground, we have a desktop computer
set, which consists of at least four main objects (a
monitor, a computer, a mouse and a keyboard). In
the background, we see several objects, such as a
refrigerator (left side of the image) on which towels

hang, a cupboard (image top), a frying pan and a
bowl fragment (right side). For humans, this image
is completely understandable, and objects are eas-
ily recognizable. Even when the human sees only
the object fragment, he can positively identify the
object. Our sight provides millions of signals to
the brain (most of them are aggregated and gen-
eralized), and they are extensively analyzed based
on previously obtained knowledge. Thanks to this
process, humans can recognize objects even if only
a fragment is visible (e.g. refrigerator or bowl in
Figure 1). Unfortunately, currently available sen-
sors are not so accurate, and they do not provide
as many aspects as the human sight (sensory gap),
even if we use stereo vision (allows to create 3D
images and analyze depth, [11]). Moreover, if we
were able to overcome the sensory gap, the seman-
tic gap will be tough to overcome. This issue is
challenging because the computer at first must per-
form image preprocessing. In the given image (Fig-
ure 1), it seems reasonable to perform segmenta-
tion, in order to obtain the separated objects (mon-
itor, computer, keyboard). However, at this stage,
we need to answer the following question: How
deep we want to segment? For example: Should the
keyboard be segmented into separate buttons? An-
other problem at the preprocessing stage is: Which
attributes (colour, shape, texture, etc.) need to be
taken into account to create a versatile object de-
scriptor? Moreover, which of them are more im-
portant, and why? These issues are challenging to
answer, and it is extremely challenging to create a
method that will match the human image recogni-
tion process (semantic gap). Therefore, the prepro-
cessing stage is crucial. Many methods use segmen-
tation as pre-processing [3, 45]. The accurate pre-
processing is crucial because it eliminates any back-
ground noises and not important objects in the im-
age. There are other preprocessing techniques such
as image blurring, sharpening, edge detection, and
many others. There are also combinations of them
(e.g. blurring and edge detection). Although such
methods are widely used in computer vision, it is
complicated to choose one universal method for all
image types.

Currently, accurate, so-called hand-crafted de-
scription of image objects is troublesome as our per-
ception is different from a computer, pixel level-like
one. Image features are usually based on various
attributes e.g. color [32], texture [22], shape [6], lo-
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cal features, multiresolution wavelet analysis [16].
Novel methods for object description are constantly
developed as they are needed in image comparison,
retrieval, and classification.

One of the essential areas of computer vision
is content-based image retrieval, allowing to re-
trieve similar images from extensive repositories. In
the literature, there exist many exciting and some-
times groundbreaking papers [36]. It is not com-
mon that such systems can cope with general and
various types of images. Thus, those systems need
to be adjusted to the specific application (e.g. med-
ical images). Although this process is necessary,
most approaches have problems with retrieving im-
ages from different classes. For example, if a sys-
tem has satisfying results for some visual class
(e.g. dinosaurs), it can provide unsatisfactory re-
sults for another class (e.g. images of drinks).
Moreover, many methods are dedicated to retriev-
ing from databases of images with a single object.
The researchers still try to develop CBIR methods
which would allow retrieving images as effectively
as text retrieval methods do.

In this paper, we present a novel fast solution to
retrieve images. It relies on automatically detected
objects and finding salient local image keypoints.
Then, a histogram is built from quantized object
outline angles and the keypoints. The retrieval is
very fast and much faster than deep learning ap-
proaches.

The main innovations of the paper are as fol-
lows:

– We created an algorithm for automatic creating
image area descriptors.

– We developed a method for determining impor-
tant features of visual objects.

– We proposed an efficient content-based image
retrieval system.

– We evaluated the proposed image descriptor and
retrieval system on two large image datasets.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes some works from the literature and meth-
ods used in the approach presented in this paper.
The novel method of describing images is presented
in Section 3. It is used in Section 4 to create a

content-based image retrieval system. Section 5
provides experimental results on the the PASCAL
Visual Object Classes (VOC) 2012 dataset [10] and
the COREL Database for Content-based Image Re-
trieval [40] to evaluate Precision and Recall [7] of
the proposed method. Section 6 concludes the pa-
per.

2 Related Work

Large-scale databases of images are growing
rapidly with the Internet and the proliferation of
recording devices. Taking into account the scale of
such repositories, fast and accurate content-based
image retrieval techniques play a crucial role in
making use of them. They are based on detect-
ing relevant features and then comparing images by
these features, which can describe textures, color,
edges or shapes. Textures can be detected by e.g.
wavelet transform [44], and in [30] textures are de-
scribed by a bank of Gabor filters. A very efficient
method for texture description are local and semi-
global Edge Histogram Descriptors (EHD) [34].
More sophisticated techniques are based on key-
points detected by approximations of Laplacian of
Gaussian (LoG) with the most popular SIFT, SURF,
ORB and FAST. In [15], SURF is modified to in-
corporate the information about the keypoint vicin-
ity and then to retrieve images. SURF is combined
with bag-of-words [13] in [2] to retrieve and clas-
sify images. Some retrieval approaches are base on
fuzzy sets [14, 24, 25], fuzzy rules are used to clas-
sify and fast retrieve images in database environ-
ments.

2.1 Canny edge detection

Canny edge detection is a very popular algo-
rithm proposed by John F. Canny in 1986 [4]. It
produces from a grayscale image an image showing
changes in brightness and is composed of five sepa-
rate steps. The input image is denoised by Gaussian
blur, computed by [29]

G(x,y) =
1√

2πσ2
e−

x2+y2

2σ2 , (1)

where x and y are distances, and σ is a standard
deviation of the Gaussian distribution. This is fol-
lowed by computing the brightness gradient. Pix-
els with the highest gradient values are edges. The
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resultant bitmap with edges depends on the Gaus-
sian filter which has an impact on the size of the
detected edges, and the threshold used to determine
edges. To remove breaks in edges, edge linking is
used which connects broken edges. An example of
the entire process is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An example of the edge linking process.
A - input image, B - edge detection, C - edge

linking.

2.2 Speeded-Up Robust Features

SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) is local
feature detector and descriptor [5] and a newer ver-
sion of SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform)
[28] enhanced in terms of speed. Nowadays it finds
use in many applications such as object description
[19], image retrieval [18], object tracking [17], and
many others. As we mentioned, SURF is a sim-
ilar algorithm to SIFT. Speed enhancement comes
from the application of integral images as an alter-
native to the difference of Gaussian. Moreover, it
generates a shorter descriptor, 64 elements long, so
the images can be compared faster. The example of
keypoints detection and matching are presented in
Figure 3. The algorithm was also parallelized [39].

Figure 3. The SURF algorithm example with
keypoint detection and matching.

3 Proposed Method for Image De-
scription

In this Section, we present a method for feature
extraction which is applied to compare images in
Sections 4 and 5. The presented algorithm is based

on edge detection (in our case Canny, see Section
2.1) and local keypoints (in our case SURF, see Sec-
tion 2.2). Object detection consists in automatic
finding regions of interest. The resulting quality de-
pends heavily on the homogeneity of the objects.
Usually, images do not contain easily extractable
objects. The method proposed in the paper extracts
important local features as a single set describing
the object.

In the beginning, local interest keypoints are ex-
tracted. We use SURF ones, but a whole family of
the algorithms can be applied in this step. Then, the
feature vectors are grouped to compute centroids
for histograms, and any broken edges are joined
(see Fig 2C). After joining edges, we run a crawler
(see Figure 2B).

We use the crawler to select important local
points constituting a single, concise object. Algo-
rithm 1 shows the details of the method, and Figure
4 presents an example run ([20]). Aside from sur-
rounding the object, this step computes angles of
the object borders.

The top left pixel is the starting point of the
crawler, and the next pixel is determined from
the current pixel neighbourhood. The direction is
toward the neighbouring salient pixel and in the
case of more than one salient pixels, we choose
the first pixel. It is illustrated in Figure 6. We
chose a stack (last in, first out) structure to store
the object borders and the information if the pixel
was visited already. Then, we determine the an-
gle of the object border at the current pixel and
assign it to one of the quantize values: ϕ ∈
{45,90,135,180,225,270,315}. Such a set is cho-
sen as a trade-off between the adequate description
of the object shape and the speed.

All the keypoints inside the object border are
left, and the keypoints outside the object borders are
removed, what is presented in Figure 8. The salient
keypoints are used to generate histograms based on
clustered keypoints for the whole set of images. The
number of buckets depends, of course, on the initial
data set clustering, and is predefined or computed
by some optimization method. The two computed
angle and keypoint histograms constitute the image
descriptor. We present the detailed method in Algo-
rithm 2, and the algorithm flow in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Example of determining regions of
interest by the crawler.

Figure 5. To initialize the system all the images
have to be indexed.

Figure 6. Neighbourhood of a pixel C, with the
previous pixel P and the next pixel N.

Figure 7. The object boundary angle at the next
pixel.
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points constituting a single, concise object. Algo-
rithm 1 shows the details of the method, and Figure
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the object borders.

The top left pixel is the starting point of the
crawler, and the next pixel is determined from
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gle of the object border at the current pixel and
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keypoints are used to generate histograms based on
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number of buckets depends, of course, on the initial
data set clustering, and is predefined or computed
by some optimization method. The two computed
angle and keypoint histograms constitute the image
descriptor. We present the detailed method in Algo-
rithm 2, and the algorithm flow in Figure 5.

INPUT: ObjectContours
OUTPUT: AngleHistogram
EdgeDetectIm :=
CannyEdgeDetection(InputImage);

EdgeDetectIm :=
EdgeLinking(EdgeDetectIm);

CurrentP ixel :=
FindPositionOfNearestP ixel(EdgeDetectIm);

IsCrawlingCompleted := false;
while IsCrawlingCompleted = true do

NPixel = FindNextP ixel();
while NPixel! = NULL do

V isitedP ixels.Add(CurrentP ixel);
PrevP ixel := CurrentP ixel;
CurrentP ixel := NPixel;
NPixel := FindNextP ixel();
CurrentP ixel.Angle :=
Angle(PrevP ixel, CurrentP ixel,NPixel);

if
V isitedP ixels.Contains(NPixel) = true
then

NPixel := NULL;
if Branches.Count = 0 then

IsCrawlingCompleted :=
true;

end

end

end
if Branches.Count > 0 then

PrevP ixel := NULL;
CurrentP ixel := Branches.Last();

end
else if Branches.Count = 0 then

IsCrawlingCompleted := true;
end

end
Algorithm 1: Crawler algorithm.

query image and the database. Sometimes, there
is a necessity to add a new set of images to the
database. If the new images are from the same
domain, it is enough to compute their features
with the procedure used in the image retrieval.
However, if the new images come from a sub-

Figure 6: The CBIR architecture utilizing the
method proposed in Section 3 as a feature ex-
tractor and descriptor.

stantially different domain, the whole existing
database must be reindexed with the procedure
from Section 3.

5 Experiments

The experiments were performed using the soft-
ware from [21] with to visual benchmarks:

• The PASCAL Object Recognition Database
Collection, Unannotated Database - 101
Object Categories [10],

• The COREL Database for Content-based
Image Retrieval [40].

We used all the classes in the datasets, and every
class was divided into two sets of, respectively,
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3.2 Learning phase

At the beginning of the learning phase user i creates
J reference signatures (Alg. 3, line 1) and the param-
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Figure 8. After the object detection, only
important local interest points are kept.

Figure 9. The concatenated histogram. It is
composed of keypoint and angle histograms.

The above procedure allows for efficient de-
scriptor extraction. Section 4 shows an application
of the descriptor along with its immunity to scale or
rotation.

4 Image Retrieval with Novel De-
striptors

We designed a system utilizing the image de-
scriptor from the previous Section. A general
scheme is presented in Figure 10. The system
computes visual features for the existing image set
by the method presented in the previous Section.
Nearly any data clustering algorithm can be used for
histogram generation, and we applied k-means clus-
tering [12, 23]. This resulted in a necessity to pick
a number of clusters to achieve the right trade-off
between the accuracy and speed. Other examples
of semi-automatic clustering algorithms are mean
shift or DBSCAN. Of course, we can use also other
methods for computing local interest points and for
edge detection.

The retrieval system is queried by the image
which is analysed and described in the same way
as the images in the database. Afterwards, we com-
pute the similarity of the histograms of the query
image and the database. Sometimes, there is a ne-
cessity to add a new set of images to the database.
If the new images are from the same domain, it is
enough to compute their features with the procedure
used in the image retrieval. However, if the new
images come from a substantially different domain,
the whole existing database must be reindexed with
the procedure from Section 3.

Figure 10. The CBIR architecture utilizing the
method proposed in Section 3 as a feature extractor

and descriptor.

Algorithm 2 The image indexing algorithm.

INPUT: Ob jectContours
OUTPUT: AngleHistogram
EdgeDetectIm :=CannyEdgeDetection(InputImage);
EdgeDetectIm := EdgeLinking(EdgeDetectIm);
CurrentPixel :=FindPositionO f NearestPixel(EdgeDetectIm);
IsCrawlingCompleted := f alse;

while IsCrawlingCompleted = true do NPixel =
FindNextPixel();

while NPixel! = NULL do
VisitedPixels.Add(CurrentPixel);
PrevPixel :=CurrentPixel;
CurrentPixel := NPixel;
NPixel := FindNextPixel();
CurrentPixel.Angle :=
Angle(PrevPixel,CurrentPixel,NPixel);

if VisitedPixels.Contains(NPixel) = true then
NPixel := NULL;

if Branches.Count = 0 then
IsCrawlingCompleted := true;

if Branches.Count > 0 then PrevPixel := NULL;
CurrentPixel := Branches.Last();
Branches.Count = 0 IsCrawlingCompleted := true;

rameter describing the tolerance of the verification
process is acquired (Alg. ??, line 2). The use of pa-
rameter δi allows us, among others, to adjust the al-
gorithm to specific fields of application and take into
account the trend of changes occurring over time in
the way in which the user signs.

Next, the base signature with index jBase is se-
lected from all reference signatures (Alg. ??, line 3).
It is one of the reference signatures acquired in the
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acquisition phase. The distance between the trajec-
tories describing this signature and the trajectories
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INPUT: InputImages
OUTPUT: AngleKeypointHistograms
DetectedKeypoints := SurfDetector(InputImages);
ClusterKeypoints(DetectedKeypoints);
foreach InputImage ∈ InputImages do

EdgeDetectImg := Canny(InputImage);
EdgeDetectImg := EdgeLinking(EdgeDetectImg);
RunCrawler(EdgeDetectedImage);
ObjectsList := ExtractObjects();
foreach Obj ∈ ObjectsList do

ObjAngleHist := CreateAngleHist(Obj)
ObjKeypoints := ExtractKeyPoints(Obj,DetectedKeypoints);
ObjKeypintsHist := CreateKeyPointHist(ObjKeypoints,Obj);
AngleKeyPointHist := Concat(ObjAngleHist, ObjKeypintsHist);
AngleKeypointHistograms.Add(AngleKeyPointHist);

end

end
Algorithm 2: The image indexing algorithm.

Figure 9: The concatenated histogram. It is
composed of keypoint and angle histograms.

scheme is presented in Fig. 10. The system
computes visual features for the existing image
set by the method presented in the previous sec-
tion. Nearly any data clustering algorithm can
be used for histogram generation, and we applied
k-means clustering [12, 23]. This resulted in a
necessity to pick a number of clusters to achieve
the right trade-off between the accuracy and
speed. Other examples of semi-automatic clus-
tering algorithms are mean shift or DBSCAN.
Of course, we can use also other methods for
computing local interest points and for edge de-
tection.

The retrieval system is queried by the image
which is analysed and described in the same way
as the images in the database. Afterwards, we
compute the similarity of the histograms of the
query image and the database. Sometimes, there
is a necessity to add a new set of images to the
database. If the new images are from the same
domain, it is enough to compute their features
with the procedure used in the image retrieval.
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domain, it is enough to compute their features
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Figure 8. After the object detection, only
important local interest points are kept.

Figure 9. The concatenated histogram. It is
composed of keypoint and angle histograms.

The above procedure allows for efficient de-
scriptor extraction. Section 4 shows an application
of the descriptor along with its immunity to scale or
rotation.

4 Image Retrieval with Novel De-
striptors

We designed a system utilizing the image de-
scriptor from the previous Section. A general
scheme is presented in Figure 10. The system
computes visual features for the existing image set
by the method presented in the previous Section.
Nearly any data clustering algorithm can be used for
histogram generation, and we applied k-means clus-
tering [12, 23]. This resulted in a necessity to pick
a number of clusters to achieve the right trade-off
between the accuracy and speed. Other examples
of semi-automatic clustering algorithms are mean
shift or DBSCAN. Of course, we can use also other
methods for computing local interest points and for
edge detection.

The retrieval system is queried by the image
which is analysed and described in the same way
as the images in the database. Afterwards, we com-
pute the similarity of the histograms of the query
image and the database. Sometimes, there is a ne-
cessity to add a new set of images to the database.
If the new images are from the same domain, it is
enough to compute their features with the procedure
used in the image retrieval. However, if the new
images come from a substantially different domain,
the whole existing database must be reindexed with
the procedure from Section 3.

Figure 10. The CBIR architecture utilizing the
method proposed in Section 3 as a feature extractor

and descriptor.

DETECTING VISUAL OBJECTS BY. . .

5 Experiments

The experiments were performed using the soft-
ware from [21] with to visual benchmarks:

– The PASCAL Object Recognition Database
Collection, Unannotated Database - 101 Object
Categories [10],

– The COREL Database for Content-based Image
Retrieval [40].

We used all the classes in the datasets, and every
class was divided into two sets of, respectively, 90%
training images and (10%) query (test) images. The
performance of the proposed method was evalu-
ated with Precision and Recall measures [7, 41].
They are computed using: DIC - set of database
images for given class of objects, RI - set of re-
trieved images for query, RRI(T P) - set of relevant
retrieved images (true positive), IRI(FP) - irrele-
vant retrieved images (false positive), RNRI(FN) -
relevant not retrieved images (false, negative) and
IRNRI(T N) - irrelevant not retrieved images (TN).
The general formulas used in machine learning for
Precision and Recall are following [8, 41]

Figure 11. Performance measures diagram.

prec =
Total number o f retr. rel. images
Total number o f retrieved images

, (2)

rec =
Total number o f retr. rel. images

Total number o f rel. images
. (3)

Based on previously described sets and above for-
mulas we can adapt formulas to CBIR needs

precision =
|RRI|

|RRI + IRI|
, (4)

recall =
|RRI|

|RRI +RNRI|
. (5)

We also define Accuracy measure described by the
following formula [8]

Accuracy =
|RRI + IRNRI|

|Total|
. (6)

Table 1 shows the accuracy measures values for
random retrieved images of the Pascal dataset. As
can be seen, the results are satisfying and they are
better than our previous results obtained in [20].
Due to lack of space, we present only random
classes from the whole dataset. The presented re-
sults prove that the proposed approach can be useful
in fast image retrieval.

Figure 13. Precision and Recall measures for
multi-query, performed on the Pascal dataset.

Figure 14. Precision and Recall measures for
multi-query, performed on the Corel dataset.
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Table 1. Proposed algorithm performance on the Pascal dataset. Due to lack of space, we present only a
part of all queries from various classes, although Average Precision is calculated for all query images in the

test set. CIl and CIh determine low and high confidence interval.
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706(Faces-easy) 381 353 275 106 78 6659 72.2 77.9 97.4
738(Faces-easy) 370 353 271 99 82 6666 73.2 76.8 97.5

4(accordion) 48 45 39 9 6 7064 81.2 86.7 99.8
32(Motorbikes) 696 648 419 277 229 6193 60.2 64.7 92.9
49(Motorbikes) 696 648 464 232 184 6238 66.7 71.6 94.2
65(Motorbikes) 689 648 438 251 210 6219 63.6 67.6 93.5
76(Motorbikes) 676 648 412 264 236 6206 60.9 63.6 93
205(Motorbikes) 689 648 470 219 178 6251 68.2 72.5 94.4
281(Motorbikes) 676 648 470 206 178 6264 69.5 72.5 94.6
300(Motorbikes) 676 648 425 251 223 6219 62.9 65.6 93.3
226(Motorbikes) 682 648 431 251 217 6219 63.2 66.5 93.4
238(Motorbikes) 683 648 419 264 229 6206 61.3 64.7 93.1
472(chandelier) 94 88 69 25 19 7005 73.4 78.4 99.4
495(euphonium) 55 53 40 15 13 7050 72.7 75.5 99.6
515(stop-sign) 56 53 48 8 5 7057 85.7 90.6 99.8

537(ferry) 58 55 50 8 5 7055 86.2 90.9 99.8
554(ferry) 59 55 46 13 9 7050 78 83.6 99.7
575(watch) 204 195 142 62 53 6861 69.6 72.8 98.4
591(watch) 212 195 144 68 51 6855 67.9 73.8 98.3
609(watch) 208 195 130 78 65 6845 62.5 66.7 98

725(Faces-easy) 370 353 282 88 71 6677 76.2 79.9 97.8
14(hawksbill) 85 81 69 16 12 7021 81.2 85.2 99.6
28(hawksbill) 87 81 68 19 13 7018 78.2 84 99.6
86(hawksbill) 86 81 65 21 16 7016 75.6 80.2 99.5
117(hawksbill) 89 81 66 23 15 7014 74.2 81.5 99.5
134(hawksbill) 88 81 65 23 16 7014 73.9 80.2 99.5
161(headphone) 37 35 24 13 11 7070 64.9 68.6 99.7
185(headphone) 37 35 25 12 10 7071 67.6 71.4 99.7
201(headphone) 37 35 25 12 10 7071 67.6 71.4 99.7
212(hedgehog) 49 45 33 16 12 7057 67.3 73.3 99.6
232(hedgehog) 49 45 33 16 12 7057 67.3 73.3 99.6
299(helicopter) 78 72 62 16 10 7030 79.5 86.1 99.6

562(ibis) 69 65 56 13 9 7040 81.2 86.2 99.7
578(ibis) 69 65 51 18 14 7035 73.9 78.5 99.6

603(wild-cat) 30 28 24 6 4 7084 80 85.7 99.9
Summary
Average ≈ 74.97 80.02 98.66

σ ≈ 8.81 9.35 1.81
CIl ≈ 57.69 61.70 95.10
CIh ≈ 92.25 98.34 100
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Table 1. Proposed algorithm performance on the Pascal dataset. Due to lack of space, we present only a
part of all queries from various classes, although Average Precision is calculated for all query images in the

test set. CIl and CIh determine low and high confidence interval.
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Figure 12. Average Precision for each image class for the proposed algorithm, performed on the Pascal
dataset.
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Table 2. Experiment results for the proposed algorithm, performed on the Corel dataset. Due to lack of
space, we present only a part of all queries from various classes, although Average Precision is calculated

for all query images in the test set. CIl and CIh determine low and high confidence interval.
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671(tiger) 97 90 69 28 21 8294 71.1 76.7 99.4
2(art) 95 90 79 16 11 8306 83.2 87.8 99.7

39(art) 96 90 80 16 10 8306 83.3 88.9 99.7
55(castle) 244 230 205 39 25 8143 84 89.1 99.2
80(castle) 246 230 202 44 28 8138 82.1 87.8 99.1
103(castle) 242 230 205 37 25 8145 84.7 89.1 99.3
122(decoys) 95 90 76 19 14 8303 80 84.4 99.6
138(decoys) 98 90 83 15 7 8307 84.7 92.2 99.7

177(streameng) 96 90 65 31 25 8291 67.7 72.2 99.3
197(streameng) 95 90 65 30 25 8292 68.4 72.2 99.3

213(train) 308 290 267 41 23 8081 86.7 92.1 99.2
259(train) 304 290 249 55 41 8067 81.9 85.9 98.9

332(drinks) 95 90 75 20 15 8302 78.9 83.3 99.6
359(drinks) 97 90 81 16 9 8306 83.5 90 99.7

381(elephant) 98 90 74 24 16 8298 75.5 82.2 99.5
403(elephant) 94 90 71 23 19 8299 75.5 78.9 99.5
168(balloon) 151 140 109 42 31 8230 72.2 77.9 99.1
188(balloon) 147 140 104 43 36 8229 70.7 74.3 99.1

233(bob) 53 50 43 10 7 8352 81.1 86 99.8
256(bob) 55 50 42 13 8 8349 76.4 84 99.8
456(lion) 98 90 79 19 11 8303 80.6 87.8 99.6
474(lion) 98 90 83 15 7 8307 84.7 92.2 99.7
13(dog) 316 290 206 110 84 8012 65.2 71 97.7
27(dog) 307 290 220 87 70 8035 71.7 75.9 98.1

514(mineral) 97 90 74 23 16 8299 76.3 82.2 99.5
145(flags) 95 90 74 21 16 8301 77.9 82.2 99.6
409(bus) 94 90 72 22 18 8300 76.6 80 99.5
427(bus) 95 90 73 22 17 8300 76.8 81.1 99.5
451(car) 435 400 307 128 93 7884 70.6 76.8 97.4
524(car) 423 400 335 88 65 7924 79.2 83.8 98.2

326(easteregg) 94 90 78 16 12 8306 83 86.7 99.7
443(deer) 207 190 182 25 8 8197 87.9 95.8 99.6

53(moleculr) 95 90 84 11 6 8311 88.4 93.3 99.8
495(aviation) 94 90 71 23 19 8299 75.5 78.9 99.5

196(flags) 95 90 79 16 11 8306 83.2 87.8 99.7
Summary
Average ≈ 78.56 83.80 99.17

σ ≈ 6.53 7.06 0.91
CIl ≈ 65.75 69.95 97.37
CIh ≈ 91.36 97.66 100
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Table 2. Experiment results for the proposed algorithm, performed on the Corel dataset. Due to lack of
space, we present only a part of all queries from various classes, although Average Precision is calculated

for all query images in the test set. CIl and CIh determine low and high confidence interval.
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168(balloon) 151 140 109 42 31 8230 72.2 77.9 99.1
188(balloon) 147 140 104 43 36 8229 70.7 74.3 99.1

233(bob) 53 50 43 10 7 8352 81.1 86 99.8
256(bob) 55 50 42 13 8 8349 76.4 84 99.8
456(lion) 98 90 79 19 11 8303 80.6 87.8 99.6
474(lion) 98 90 83 15 7 8307 84.7 92.2 99.7
13(dog) 316 290 206 110 84 8012 65.2 71 97.7
27(dog) 307 290 220 87 70 8035 71.7 75.9 98.1

514(mineral) 97 90 74 23 16 8299 76.3 82.2 99.5
145(flags) 95 90 74 21 16 8301 77.9 82.2 99.6
409(bus) 94 90 72 22 18 8300 76.6 80 99.5
427(bus) 95 90 73 22 17 8300 76.8 81.1 99.5
451(car) 435 400 307 128 93 7884 70.6 76.8 97.4
524(car) 423 400 335 88 65 7924 79.2 83.8 98.2

326(easteregg) 94 90 78 16 12 8306 83 86.7 99.7
443(deer) 207 190 182 25 8 8197 87.9 95.8 99.6

53(moleculr) 95 90 84 11 6 8311 88.4 93.3 99.8
495(aviation) 94 90 71 23 19 8299 75.5 78.9 99.5

196(flags) 95 90 79 16 11 8306 83.2 87.8 99.7
Summary
Average ≈ 78.56 83.80 99.17

σ ≈ 6.53 7.06 0.91
CIl ≈ 65.75 69.95 97.37
CIh ≈ 91.36 97.66 100
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Figure 15. Average Precision for each image class for the proposed algorithm, performed on the Corel
dataset.
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The obtained results were compared with the
current state of the art. The comparison is presented
in Table 3.

In Table 2 results for randomly chosen classes
of retrieved images from the Corel dataset are pre-
sented. As can be seen in the example query
537( f erry) most images were correctly retrieved
(50). Only eight of them are improperly recog-
nized. The precision value for this experiment
equals 86.2 and recall equals 90.9. The average
precision equals 78.58 which is a very good result
on the Pascal dataset. Figures 12 and 15 show the
average precision for each class for both datasets. In
Figure 13 and Figure 14 we present a point distri-
bution of precision and recall for the given dataset.

Table 3. Comparison of Average Precision for the
proposed method with the state of the art. The

comparison was performed for the Corel dataset.

Method Avg. prec. Avg. recall
Prop.method 0.785 0.838

[9] 0.630 N/A
[27] 0.727 N/A
[42] 0.783 0.156
[43] 0.697 0.130
[1] 0.602 0.449
[35] 0.640 0.416
[33] 0.683 0.540
[38] 0.707 0.490
[31] 0.750 0.560

The time performance of the proposed method
is determined by the size of images, hardware, and
the algorithm parameters, e.g. in the case of SURF
keypoints on the value of the minHessian coeffi-
cient. We used one 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2620
2.0 Ghz processor, and the indexation step (with-
out keypoint generation and edge detection) for the
Pascal VOC dataset took approximately 10 seconds.
The image retrieval step (Section 4) during experi-
ments (i.e. for 10 % of all images) took, respec-
tively, 8 min. 56 s. for the Corel dataset and 20
min. 36 s. for the Pascal VOC dataset.

In Table 3 we compared our method with state
of the art methods. The Average Precision is
slightly greater than the highest value of the other
methods. Recall, on the other hand, is much higher
than other methods.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We developed a new method for efficient im-
age description and retrieval. It relies on automati-
cally detected objects and finding salient local im-
age keypoints. Objects are found by crawling edges
and described by local interest point descriptors and
edge angles. Then, a histogram is built from quan-
tized object outline angles and the keypoints. The
method provides the angle-keypoint histogram as
an object descriptor; thus, the comparison in the
indexation phase (see Figure 10) is relatively fast
and straightforward. We showed that the frame-
work is more accurate than similar solutions from
the literature. The approach can be used in vari-
ous applications that need fast image retrieval. Al-
though slightly less accurate, the proposed algo-
rithm is much faster than the solutions based on
convolutional neural networks [26]. The retrieval
speed is at least ten times faster in the case of the
presented framework.
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and described by local interest point descriptors and
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tized object outline angles and the keypoints. The
method provides the angle-keypoint histogram as
an object descriptor; thus, the comparison in the
indexation phase (see Figure 10) is relatively fast
and straightforward. We showed that the frame-
work is more accurate than similar solutions from
the literature. The approach can be used in vari-
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rithm is much faster than the solutions based on
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